Abstract: Customer Satisfaction is the most important factors in the industry irrespective of domain. Key Driver Analysis is a common practice in data science to help the business to evaluate the same. Understanding key features, which influence the outcome or dependent feature, is highly important in statistical model building. This helps to eliminate not so important factors from the model to minimize noise coming from the features, which does not contribute significantly enough to explain the behavior of the dependent feature, which we want to predict.
In current market situation understanding customer based on individual prospective is very important. Individualization of attention and treatment are the key for customer retention and winning criteria.
Taking actions based on overall key drivers is an outcome of a data science algorithm which can assist to detect overall importance of the features which helps business to derive overall strategy to increase satisfaction of customer base. However, where dynamic personalized business intervention is the ask; overall key drivers coming out from any algorithm does not suffice to point out key concern area or high impact touch point for specifically for any one of the customer.
In response to this problem we propose a methodology to detect key influence by each customer or observation in the data.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK
There are quite a lot of research has happened on the "Key Driver Analysis"
Marco Tulio et al [11] has introduced t Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME LIME is to identify an interpretable model over the interpretable representation that is locally faithful to the classifier overall Key drivers based on different methodology.
However, this approach come with a caveat that all observations may not be impacted by all the derived important features or explanatory variables. It is important that each feature can weighted at each observation level to understand for that observation which feature is key factor for personalized attention for any marketing action. Laura Funa et al [4] has showcased Various regression, correlation and cooperative game theory approaches were used to identify the key satisfiers and dissatisfiers. The theoretical and practical advantages of using the Shapley value, Canonical Correlation Analysis and Hierarchical Logistic Regression has been demonstrated and applied to market research. However this approach come with a caveat that all customers or observations may not be impacted by all the features or explanatory variables. Hence individual attention is imperative.
Abdullah Hussein Al-Hashed et al [8] introduces SERVPERF model is utilized to measure service quality from functional aspects. Network quality dimension is newly added to measure service quality from technical aspects.
Kevin Gray et al [6] has show cased the difference between stated and derived importance and highlighted the usefulness of Ridge regression, Shapley value regression, stepwise regression and the Lasso to estimate overall key driver.
Kurt Matzler et al [1] explains a technique "importanceperformance analysis (IPA) which widely used analytical technique that yields prescriptions for the management of customer satisfaction. IPA is a two-dimensional grid based on customer-perceived importance of quality attributes and attribute performance.
According to all the mentioned methodology overall key diver identification is addressed. These techniques do not really provide and intuition or methodology how the overall key drivers derived from the data can be tagged to individual response. Our proposed methodology aims at addressing this gap and provide business with a tool to provide scope for personified attention to address each respondent or response.
III. PIE FORMULATION
Currently in industry Key Drive is well known term and lot of research has gone to find the intrinsic pattern from a given dataset which can summaries major contributing factors towards the estimation of dependent feature. 
For linear/tree based models:
For Non -linear model such Neural network, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest where the model is trained on the particular target class or value (in case of regression problem) we can derive most impactful variable with the following technique.
Here we need to first transform the feature set and observation set Post this transformation, we find soft-threshold to find relative important factor specifically for the observation contributing towards target class occurrence eg: Fraud, Attrition of customer, an also look at top few selected number of Pie_y[i] to explore more than one area of focus. This approach is not generalized for discrete features. Idea behind is to cross compare normalized datum weightage with reference to normalized overall feature importance to generate specific key driver for each datum which represents each customer. Proposed novel method was been tested on different datasets in the organization and it has managed to provide granular key driving factors for each customer uniquely. However for the purpose of the paper is to display the novelty of the solution without exposing any organization data. These 3 graphs [ fig.2, fig.3 , fig.4 ] showcase illustrative example. Where Fig 2 show the values of the specific data line. Representing one row of the dataset /each customer. Fig4 provides visual of the most impacting drivers for the selected observation. Telecom vertical can use this to find exact cause of equipment failure for each of the equipment separately and provide support intelligence to engineers and reduce cycle time of repair.
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